
Ceci Juno is an Ecuadorian singer/songwriter born in Guayaquil in 1992. Singer, pianist, guitar player, and

composer, with influences that come from a variety of styles such as pop, rock, indie, folk, R&B, and jazz,

among others, Ceci Juno has been recognized internationally for her voice and her skills as a composer, as

she offers a fusion of styles combined with lyrics that focus on change and the different stages of life.

 

Ceci Juno started her musical education at the early age of five and graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in

Piano Studies at age 17. She started her college education in San Francisco de Quito University, majoring

in Contemporary Music and Performance, and later transferred to Berklee College of Music in Boston,

where she majored in Music Therapy. Throughout her college education, Ceci attended clinics and master

classes with prominent artists and producers such as Alejandro Sanz, Paula Cole, Jan Shapiro, Bob
Stoloff, and Sean Slade.
 

Ceci Juno has participated in several musical projects such as Buhofónicos, a band formed in Quito during

2011, with whom she released the EP “Fecha de Caducidad” (Expiration Date). Songs like “La Gran Pregunta”,

“Déja Vu”, and “El Medio” continue to have rotation in local radios. Next to Sebastian Barniol, Ceci started

another project called “Ceci & Sebastián”, under which they produced the “La La Land Medley” video, which

reached thousands of views on YouTube and won recognition by director Damien Chazelle and a prize from  

Lionsgate, producers of the Oscar-winning movie, La La Land.
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Ceci Juno released her first EP as a solo artist in april

2017. "Libre | Espacio" was produced by Sebastián

Ontaneda, of which the song "Libre" was also co-

produced by Sebastian Barniol. Ceci Juno shares

stories of personal growth and relationships through

six songs, two of which are the singles ‘Paracaídas’ and

‘Espacio’. July 2017, Ceci Juno shared the stage with

world renowned composer and arranger Armando
Manzanero  in Guayaquil, Ecuador, where they

performed two of his most popular pieces. In August

2018, Ceci performed at WankaBeats, a festival in

Guayaquil where she shared a lineup with national

and international bands Jazz The Roots, Rumichaca,
Man de Barro, Monsieur Periné, y Bomba Estéreo.



During 2018, Ceci also participated in singer-songwriter Jorge Drexler's  concert in Guayaquil, as a part of

his 'Salvavidas de Hielo' tour. Together, they performed the song 'Salvapantallas', previously chosen by both.

In march 2019, Ceci was the opening act for solo artist Erlend Øye, vocalist to many projects such as Kings
of Convenience, The Whitest Boy Alive, and Erlend Øye y La Comitiva, with which he performed for the first

time in Guayaquil.

 

Abril 26, 2019, Ceci released her first full album, “Fantasmas”, including singles ‘Fantasmas’, ‘Ahora Sé’, ‘Todo

Va A Pasar’, and 'Cecilia'. which have reached heavy rotation in the media in both national and international

territories. Ceci is the composer and lyricist of the nine songs that shape 'Fantasmas” and Sebastián Barniol

is the mind behind recording, production, and mixing. Santiago Salazar is the mastering engineer of this

album, which also includes the participation of musicians from all around the world. The song ‘Todo Va A
Pasar’ was recorded in collaboration with ecuadorian singer-songwriter Luz Pinos and was popularized in

Spotify's “Latin Pop Rising” playlist. The song 'Cecilia' also became popular among listeners due to the

moving story of Ceci's grandma. She was a violin player, garden designer and botanist, and a passionate jazz

and bolero lover. who now suffers from Alzheimer's disease. Juno shares that she wrote this song as a

reminder that music will always be there to connect her and her grandma, even when some of the

memories are gone.  
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Since its release, “Fantasmas” has more than 500,000

plays in steaming platforms in more than 50 cities

around the world. During most of 2019, Ceci Juno

traveled around several cities in Latinoamérica

performing this album in different types of sets.

Among the cities that she included in her first tour

were  Guayaquil, Quito, Cuenca, Salinas, Bogotá,
Medellín, Ciudad de México, Coayacán, Monterrey,
y Lima. In Colombia and México, Ceci shared the

stage with local independent artists such as Solo
Valencia, Pilar Cabrera, Macario, El Pilux, Felisa, y
Niñovan.
 

At the moment, Ceci is preparing the release of her

next singles, which include new musical elements and

syles, visual concepts, and collaborations. 


